Two different epochs of Pi Aqr, a Be star. At left is reticon data (pre-1995) ; at right shows newer CCD data with higher resolution and wider wavelength coverage. These plots also show the variability of this object.
HPOL served in a critical role by characterizing the environmental conditions along many interstellar sightlines through the derivation of lambda-max and the Serkowski K parameter. This information, combined with the UV observations from WUPPE, allowed for insights into the relative abundance of aligned small grains (Martin, Clayton & Wolff 1999 (2011) analyzed changes in the polarization across the Balmer jump during outburst events seen in the top right figure, and found evidence of coherent loop-structures in Balmer jump-V-band polarization (BJV) diagrams (left). Clockwise loops in BJV diagrams were attributed to the mass decretion from the central star being turned ''on/off'', as depicted graphically above; hence, this diagnostic enables one to sample the time-dependent stellar decretion rate.
